Optimize Hybrid IT delivery with software-defined solutions
Hewlett Packard Enterprise and VMware

Revolutionizing virtualization economics and creating new efficiencies
Accelerate your journey with HPE and VMware

Want to move toward a more intelligent IT infrastructure that:

Deploy ground-breaking innovations designed to:
• Modernize your data center with software-defined infrastructure
–– HPE and VMware provide a modern, software-defined data center
that delivers unmatched efficiency, visibility, security, and speed.

Offers more speed
and agility?

Supports business
innovation and growth?

Optimizes your total
cost of ownership?

Get game-changing results:

Fully tested and verified
infrastructure, software, services,
and solutions

Complete portfolio of joint solutions
orchestrated to work as one in a
multi-cloud environment

Designed for virtualization,
convergence, and hybrid cloud

75-year

100,000+

25,000+

history of IT innovation

global partners

solution experts

#1 in the world

HPE
for server market share

–– HPE OneView integrates seamlessly with VMware vCenter® to simplify
administration with a single, unified management console across your
physical and virtual environments.
• Integrate your storage environment through all-flash acceleration
HPE Storage All Flash Arrays with HPE InfoSight predictive analytics
guarantee 99.9999% availability1 for VMware environments.

Trust HPE and VMware to push the industry forward:

• Faster application deployment, including cloud-native apps
• Superior and unprecedented performance of VMware workloads running on
HPE infrastructure
• Converged physical and virtual environments that are easier to manage and
less costly to own
• Streamlined, cost-efficient operations made possible through automation
• Deployment flexibility, with support either on-premises or as a managed service

–– HPE Synergy running VMware® Cloud Foundation™ is an enterprise
private cloud solution that easily extends to the public cloud.

VMware
for virtualization market share

• Upgrade to Hybrid IT, supported by Gen10 technology
HPE Gen10 servers provide unprecedented performance and security for
VMware workloads.
• Move to consumption-based IT, where everything is
delivered a service
HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity lets you consume your choice of
infrastructure either on-premises or in a Hybrid IT managed environment.

Learn more at hpe.com/partners/vmware
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